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AD it yourself

FOR MORE SMART IDEAS VISIT
ARCHDIGEST.COM/AD-IT-YOURSELF

MOP IT UP
ATOP A STACK OF RECYCLED 4" x 4"
POSTS, THE CONCRETE UTILITY SINK
HAS A BRAWNY ELEGANCE, PERFECT FOR
A RUSTIC CABIN. IF FRIENDS ASK, JUST
WINK AND SAY IT’S A TADAO ANDO DESIGN.

COVER STORY
DE LISLE GAVE NEW LIFE TO AN OLD
REFRIGERATOR WITH PLYWOOD COVER
PANELS AND SIMPLE PLYWOOD HANDLES.
EXPOSED SCREWHEADS ARE AN HONEST
EXPRESSION OF THE CONSTRUCTION.

WIRED
A QUICK GOOGLE SEARCH WILL YIELD
DOZENS OF SOURCES FOR UTILITARIAN
WIRE SHELVING, AN UNIMPEACHABLE
STAPLE OF RESTAURANT KITCHENS.

DESIGN INSPIRATION FROM THE ISSUE

Charles de Lisle’s renovation of a decrepit Sonoma County
cabin (page 120) is a master class in the orchestration of
hardworking industrial materials to achieve a look of effortless
modern chic. Unlike his meticulously planned interiors for
tech titans and other well-heeled clients, this project was an
improvisational DIY effort, executed by the AD100 designer
himself and a team of friends, artists, and artisans. And what’s
the best thing about using ordinary off-the-shelf materials?
It’s a lot less expensive than book-matched-marble walls and
parquet de Versailles floors....
20
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SHELF LIFE
A BASIC TIMBER BRACKET SHELF,
EASILY FABRICATED, MAINTAINS THE
OVERALL AESTHETIC AND SINGULAR
MATERIALS PALETTE. A MAGNETIC KNIFE
STRIP KEEPS THE CUTLERY HANDY.
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ERIC PETSCHEK

Cottage Industry

At the Nexus of
Lincoln Center
and Central Park
An Extraordinary
Array of Amenities
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MEETS SKY
IMMEDIATE OCCUPA NC Y
ONE TO FI V E BEDROOM CONDOMINIUMS FROM $3.1M
Discover the Model Residences | 200Amsterdam.com | 212.558.9137
THE COMPLETE OFFERING TERMS ARE IN AN OFFERING PLAN AVAILABLE FROM SPONSOR. FILE NO. CD170043.
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 200 AMSTERDAM AVENUE. SPONSOR: AMSTERDAM AVENUE REDEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, LLC
C/O SJP PROPERTIES, 11 TIMES SQUARE, 31ST FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY 10036. EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY.
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1. SHONDA RHIMES AT
HOME ON MANHATTAN’S
UPPER EAST SIDE.
2. ARTIST BOSCO SODI,
HIS WIFE, LUCIA CORREDOR
OF AD100 FIRM DECADA,
AND THEIR FAMILY AT
THEIR GETAWAY IN GREECE.
3. WRITER AND CRAFTSPERSON DEBORAH
NEEDLEMAN IN UPSTATE
NEW YORK. 4. DESIGNER
LEONORA HAMILL AT EASE
IN LONDON. 5. AT AN
EVENT IN NYC. 6. FURNITURE
MAKERS TERESA RIVERA
AND GRANT WILKINSON IN
THEIR LONDON STUDIO.

“I had been immersed in the romanticism
of Bridgerton for a while...and then that
inevitably spills into how the apartment’s
going to look.” —Shonda Rhimes
4

The people who share their residences with AD often describe them as a sanctuary, refuge,
or escape. This issue features visionary creatives—architects, writers, interior designers,
artists—in their private environments, which certainly offer refuge but additionally function
as intensely personal incubators and laboratories for ideas.
6
To decorate her romantic new apartment in New York City,
our cover star, prolific Hollywood hitmaker Shonda Rhimes, once
again turned to AD100 Hall of Famer Michael S. Smith, with
whom she collaborated on the West Coast house we featured in
February 2019. “This apartment is really about my work life,” says
Rhimes. “Michael understands that I spend a lot of time inside
my head—a lot of time imagining. So he knows that it’s important
to me to have rooms and spaces to sit and think, to have new
places to move to just get my brain going sometimes.”
In Milan, architect Massimiliano Locatelli renovated a late-19thcentury cottage, reconfiguring the layout and creating rigorously
understated interiors that perfectly suit his lifestyle. “I made
this house for me, not for show,” he declares. Of the dilapidated
shack in Sonoma County that Charles de Lisle remade into an
easy-breezy plywood-paneled getaway, the AD100 designer says,
“This was really a play space for me.”
Finally, Deborah Needleman is admired for her journalistic
prowess and, more recently, her work supporting—and creating—
traditional crafts. (She weaves an excellent rush basket.) For AD,
Deborah has written a love letter to her interior designer and
great friend Rita Konig, generously crediting her with “transforming the quality of my life—that is what a great decorator
AMY ASTLEY
can do.” For those of us who know Deborah, the intensely pretty
Editor in Chief
house the pair have worked on for over 15 years is all her too.
@amyastley
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Personalization Meets
Performance
From Style to Innovation, Freedom ® Refrigeration Leads the Way in Cooling
Premium-Grade
Stainless Steel Interiors

Cool Air Flow
Technology

THERMADOR.COM/REFRIGERATION
©2022 BSH HOME APPLIANCES CORPORATION. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

WiFi-Enabled with
Home Connect™
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Soft Power
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1. GERRIT RIETVELD’S
UTRECHT SOFA IN THE
L.A. HOME OF DESIGNER
TYLER ELLIS, DESIGNED
BY THE ARCHERS.
2. INTERIOR DESIGNER
GHISLAINE VIÑAS COVERED
A PAIR OF UTRECHT
CHAIRS IN DIMORESTUDIO
SILK FOR ARCHITECT CHET
CALLAHAN’S L.A. HOME.
3. AN UTRECHT CHAIR BY
CASSINA. 4. A STOCKHOLM
MANSION BY ILSE
CRAWFORD. 5. RIETVELD
IN 1941.

T
5

he best-known designs by Gerrit Rietveld—his circa 1920s
De Stijl Red Blue chair, his 1930s Zig-Zag seat—do not
exactly scream comfort. In fact, the Dutch architect often
delivered his elemental furnishings with removable
cushions, which, while rarely documented, were necessary
aides for everyday sitting on such rationalist forms.
But in 1935, when designing a mass-producible seat for the Amsterdam
department store Metz & Co., Rietveld flipped the script. Once again he
reduced a chair to its essentials—armrests bent at 90 degrees to form front
legs; a seat tilted up, resting its behind directly on the floor. But this time
he upholstered the wooden frame, top to bottom, in brown canvas, adding
a white blanket stitch to accentuate the clean-lined geometric shape.
“All of the models by Rietveld stimulated a lot of curiosity,” says Barbara
Lehmann, head of the historical archives at Cassina, the Italian furniture
brand that acquired the rights to Rietveld’s designs in 1972 and reintroduced this chair, named Utrecht, in 1988, on the centennial of Rietveld’s
birth. (Priced from $4,705, the chair is now available in XL and child’s
size.) “In this case, you have a very pure and attractive form that is also
comfortable and widely available,” says Lehmann.
It was a masterful market play. Rietveld placed the armchair in several

—HANNAH MARTIN
4
3
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1. RICHARD PETIT. 2. TREVOR TONDRO. 3. COURTESY OF CASSINA. 4. MAGNUS MÅRDING. 5. CENTRAAL MUSEUM DER GEMEENTE UTRECHT.

Gerrit Rietveld’s Utrecht armchair
proves high concept can be comfy

EDITED BY SAM COCHRAN
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An Eye for Detail
Delighting in fine threads and timeworn
treasures, designer Leonora Hamill
conjures a cozy home for her own family
PHOTOGRAPHY BY HELEN CATHCART

STYLED BY REBECCA McEVOY

INTERIOR DESIGNER
LEONORA HAMILL
AT HOME IN LONDON
WITH HER SON
SEBASTIAN AND A 2012
PHOTOGRAPH SHE
TOOK OF MUMBAI’S SIR
J.J. SCHOOL OF ART.
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DISCOVERIES

IN THE LIVING ROOM, 1950s ARMCHAIRS BY GIGI RADICE FOR MINOTTI WITH A CUSTOM-MADE OTTOMAN AND O. HENRY HOUSE SOFA;
VINTAGE ITALIAN FLOOR LAMP, CURTAINS OF BRAQUENIÉ FABRIC, AND PILLOWS IN TEXTILES FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

n London, the white stucco terraces of South
Kensington still hold a quaint magic. Time unfolds at
a slower pace among the garden squares—their lofty
trees still looking down on benches, leaves drifting onto
the glinting gold of the Albert Memorial. It is a very
different world from the electric hustle of Manhattan,
where interior designer Leonora Hamill and her husband,
Hugh Barker, lived for six years before making the leap in 2019.
But after chancing upon the ideal apartment—high above the
tree line—while scouring the internet, she has not looked back.
Signing the lease from afar, without ever having stepped inside,
Hamill set about creating a richly layered sanctuary for her
growing family.
“I am a homing pigeon,” notes Hamill, who grew up in
London until the age of nine, recalling wistfully, “There was
this alabaster-white square I had adored since I was a little
girl.” She is seated at her dining table, surrounded by an array
of decorative treasures: a wall-mounted Indonesian batik
panel found at Belgravia’s Joss Graham gallery, an Art Deco
chandelier from Turin, and a late-19th-century Scottish
cabinet in the style of Napoleon III, to name but a few. Topped
with Wedgwood china and Italian Art Nouveau glasses, the

I
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Cabana tablecloth was a gift from her close friend Martina
Mondadori. (“She instinctively understands my style,” says
Hamill.) Even on the dreariest of days, the duplex is flooded
with brightness.
“It was the dining room that besotted us,” Hamill reflects
of the well-proportioned space, distinguished by its simple
chimneypiece, now stuffed with books. “We can actually have
proper dinner parties and give it a sense of theater.” A sinuous
staircase forms the core of the apartment, lending scale and
drama, even when littered with four-year-old Sebastian’s toys.
(The couple recently welcomed their second son, Maximilian.)
Double reception rooms called for some romance, so Hamill
brought in the Paris-based decorative painters Lionel Bourcelot
and Marine Caillé of Atelier Kerien, who transformed the walls
in striking shades of pink and terra-cotta, their brushstrokes
revealing the “subtle movement I so wanted.”
Everywhere are reminders of the couple’s peripatetic backgrounds. Braquenié curtains inherited from Hamill’s mother
adorn the living room windows while a salmon-colored sofa
tumbles with cushions fashioned from vintage Japanese silks
and gold liturgical vestments. Hamill delights in describing
provenances of the objects around the room, from Chinese

#MolteniGroup
RATIO— VINCENT VAN DUYSEN

MOLTENI&C | DADA FLAGSHIP STORES 160 MADISON AVE, NEW YORK NY 10016, T 212 673 7106 — BOSTON CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES MIAMI MEXICO CITY
MOLTENI@HOME - VIRTUAL DESIGN CONSULTANCY AT MOLTENI.IT
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1. ART DECO CHANDELIER, ANTIQUE FRENCH CREDENZA,
AND CHAIRS IN THE STYLE OF CARLO MOLLINO IN THE DINING
ROOM. 2. THE PRIMARY BEDROOM’S HEADBOARD AND
ROMAN SHADES ARE A BENNISON FABRIC. 3. SEBASTIAN’S
IKEA DAYBED IS DRESSED WITH TEXTILE TREASURES.

2

eglomise chargers and Vietnamese basketwork to Kashmiri
papier-mâché letter openers and panels of Iroquois beadwork.
A love of craft and a deep respect for cultural traditions
3
have long shaped Hamill’s worldview. Her teenage years in
Paris (“visiting every museum under the sun” and “getting up
at dawn to trawl for treasures at Les Puces”) were a natural
conduit to studying the history of art at the Courtauld Institute
house on New York’s Upper West Side—for which she is
and Italian Renaissance painting at Oxford. A formative stint in working with rising-star landscape designer Grace Fuller
Milan, where she dedicated herself to her fine-art practice in
Marroquin and AD100 leading light Elizabeth Roberts—
photography, ignited an appreciation for midcentury furniture to a Gothic Revival brownstone in Park Slope, a collaboration
and, more pivotally, a passion for textiles.
with MADE architects. Back in London, meanwhile, she is
Those obsessions are now revealing themselves in Hamill’s “refreshing” a home in Chester Square. For this charismatic
current slate of design projects, which range from a town
designer, farther horizons beckon. —COSMO BROCKWAY
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THE QUINTESSENTIAL KITCHEN
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DEBUT

Pattern Play
Tapped by Kravet to create
his first fabric and wallpaper
line, Corey Damen Jenkins
boldly mixes it up
1. AD100 DESIGNER COREY DAMEN JENKINS WITH FABRICS
FROM HIS NEW COLLECTION FOR KRAVET. 2–4. LYNX
CHENILLE IN OCHRE; KALEIDOSCOPE EMBROIDERY IN INK;
SYMPHONY LINEN BLEND IN EMERALD.

PORTRAIT: DONNA DOTAN. ALL OTHERS COURTESY OF KRAVET.

D

uring the pandemic, so many people didn’t have
an opportunity to interact much with nature—
with crisp green grass, with beautiful blue skies,”
says Corey Damen Jenkins. “They were stuck
in their gray and beige apartments the whole
time, and they developed a whole new appreciation of color and pattern.” Say hello to Trad Nouveau, the
AD100 designer’s debut collection of fabrics and wallpaper,
which he created for Kravet’s luxurious Kravet Couture label.
Ranging from a romantic floral to a jazzy geometric to a
subtle strié, the 10 new patterns are offered in vibrant jewel
tones—ruby, sapphire, emerald, gold, and more—as well
as executed in velvet, embroidery, and chenille. There is even
a digital-print-on-cotton-velvet texture that recalls handpainted Venetian papers. “It speaks to where we are at today,”
Jenkins explains, though, he notes, neutrals are part of the
package. The “joyful and exuberant” mix, he adds, “is meant
to speak to the masses—it had to be timeless, sexy, modern,
and fresh, but also suit everyone.” Count Jenkins among them,
at least from an imaginative standpoint. His favorite of the
designs he developed in collaboration with Kravet’s team is
Symphony, a spirited floral with what he calls “a 21st-century
twist”: The texture is matte rather than shiny, the background
variegated rather than solid. “That fabric really set the whole
creative process into motion,” Jenkins explains. “I hope that
people can design a whole room from this collection,” mixing
and matching not only the patterns but also the colors, from
neutral to not. Himself included, Jenkins points out: “I have
kept a guest room in my apartment naked just for this moment.”
kravet.com —MITCHELL OWENS
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For his latest collection
for Arteriors, San
Francisco designer Jay
Jeffers took inspiration
from midcentury light
fixtures, honing the
brand’s diverse materials
palette and innovative
production techniques to
conjure classic pieces for
the present day. “Lighting
is everything!” he muses,
citing versatility and
mood enhancement as
key goals. “It’s important

1. A GUEST SUITE AT THE
NEW ETÉREO, AUBERGE
RESORTS COLLECTION. 2. THE
POOL SCENE.

4

2
2

HOTELS

Pride of Place
ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE COMPANIES

Set atop a protected mangrove forest on Mexico’s Mayan Riviera, Etéreo—
the latest hot spot from Auberge Resorts Collection—draws its name from the
Spanish word for “ethereal.” And there is fleeting beauty to behold, from dazzling surf to starry skies. Still, the spirit of this hotel, which comprises 75 guest
accommodations, is rooted in lasting traditions. When conceiving the interiors,
New York City–based design studio Meyer Davis looked to the artisanal heritage
of Mexico (where firm principal Will Meyer’s family has a home). Complementing
modernist architecture by Migdal Arquitectos, materials err on the side of local.
Case in point: the chukum plaster and Tzalam wood. Installations, meanwhile,
bear the stamp of Mexican artists, like Daniel Barreto, who conceived the mural
in the cevichería, and Marcela Diaz, who made the reception area’s ceiling
sculpture. Everywhere the hand of the maker is felt, whether in pillows by the
Oaxacan-textile atelier Arudeko or rugs by Daniel Valero of Mestiz. (The latter,
like the Sana spa’s pieces by Agnes Studio, were sourced from Mexico City gallery
AGO Projects.) “It’s not only about the curation of pieces from Latin America
but also about the warm, welcoming spirit,” says Meyer. “It’s like a visit to your
most interesting friend.” aubergeresorts.com —SAM COCHRAN
5
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ADVERTISEMENT

Liebherr French Door Refrigerators
Designed to Fit Your Style
We asked three industry experts to identify the key elements they consider
most important when selecting appliances in their clients’ kitchens and homes.
SANDRA DIAZ-VELASCO, Owner & Principal, Eolo A&I Design | Miami, FL
“I consider my client’s lifestyle to be the most important design aspect
when selecting appliances for the kitchen space. That aspect alone has
many variables: how social they are, their diet, and their storage needs,
as well as their kitchen’s layout, size, available space, etc. There is no
other space at home where all construction trades converge and have
to be carefully planned. Plumbing, electricity, mechanical, A/C, exhaust
and air ventilation, architecture, and design all have to play together
harmoniously, like the instruments in an orchestra.”

BOB BORSON, Principal, BOKA Powell | Dallas, TX
“We start every conversation about appliance selection by talking with
our clients about how they intend to use their kitchens. The kitchen is
typically the center of all family activity, and the right appliance selection
can help engage the space and turn mealtime into an activity that can
be shared by all.”

Experience the newest addition
to the Monolith Collection
by Liebherr: the elegant
Monolith French Door Bottom
Freezer, available fully-integrated
and panel-ready in our
36” model.
home.liebherr.com/monolith

BILL SUK, AIA, Founder & Principal, Suk Design Group | New York, NY
“Modern? Traditional? Transitional? First, start with the style, and then
select the list of appliances from there. Most brands do a good job
of fitting into several different types of styles, but some brands are
strictly suited for a sleek and contemporary décor. Outside of style, the
appliances need to perform well, with great track records for durability
and low maintenance. The kitchen is the one room that has the unique
ability to have its own personality and doesn’t need to have strict
adherence to the rest of the home. There are plenty of great examples
of incorporating a more contemporary kitchen—even within a more
traditionally-styled home.”

Refrigeration and Freezing

DISCOVERIES

BENJAMIN CRITTON AND HEIDI
KORSAVONG IN THE TERREMOTODESIGNED BACK GARDEN
OF THEIR L.A. GALLERY, MARTA.

ART SCENE

Sit Up and Take Notice

For Marta, it’s the latest in a series
of conceptual, never-boring shows that
have captured the art and design worlds’
collective imagination. In September
2020, it commissioned some of today’s
most avant-garde talents, among them
Martino Gamper, Sabine Marcelis,
and Ryan Belli, to reimagine, of all
things, the toilet-paper holder. (Titled
“Under/Over,” the show was a collaboration with the sustainable-TP brand PlantPaper.) This past
July, a dedicated show of new work by Minjae Kim ushered
the New York–based rising star into the spotlight. And last fall,
Marta assisted with outfitting VDL House II, Richard Neutra’s
onetime home, with a range of works by the likes of Nancy
Kwon, Alex Reed, and AD100 firm Charlap Hyman & Herrero.
“We’re interested in catching people at transitional moments
in their career, whether it’s someone emerging or someone
who’s been practicing for 50 years, like George Sherman,” says
Korsavong, referring to the Pasadena ceramist, to whom Marta
gave a solo show earlier this year. In the works are exhibitions
with Lagos-based designer Nifemi Marcus-Bello (page 116)
and AD100 landscape architectural firm Terremoto (organized
in collaboration with Isaac Resnikoff of Project Room). The
latter, like many subjects of Marta’s shows, has roots in
Southern California. The gallery pays constant tribute to the
rich history of its surroundings, celebrating what Critton
calls “the things that make L.A. L.A.” marta.la —HANNAH MARTIN

I

t’s an end table if you want, it’s a seat if you want,”
muses Benjamin Critton during a recent visit to Marta,
the Los Angeles gallery he founded with his partner,
Heidi Korsavong, in 2019. “Those are the subjects we’re
always interested in, functional things that can take
various forms.”
He’s referring to stools—the focus of Marta’s next exhibition, a collaboration with veteran L.A. design dealer Joel
Chen and his daughter Bianca. Together they plan to display
some 200 examples across their respective galleries. At Marta,
which occupies a Sunset Boulevard storefront in Echo Park,
Critton and Korsavong have already gathered a smattering of
contenders. There’s an early-20th-century bentwood perch
from Vienna, for instance, and a rosewood butterfly-shaped
seat by Sori Yanagi, son of Soetsu Yanagi, one of the founders of the mingei movement in Japan. The final mix will draw
from Chen’s vast vintage collection and also incorporate
numbers by 21st-century leading lights.

38
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY SETH CAPLAN

Three years into its experimental
program, Los Angeles gallery Marta has
found its seats at the cultural table

Credit approval required. Terms apply. See capitalone.com for details.
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A Tale of
Two Châteaux
Pierre Yovanovitch’s
sleek wood accessories
for Dior celebrate
the rustic refinement of
the South of France
ust 40 miles east of Fabrègues, the small
commune in the South of France that is
home to Pierre Yovanovitch’s 17th-century
castle (AD, April 2018), lies another abode
steeped in French design history: Château
de la Colle Noire, the onetime residence of

1

1. CHÂTEAU DE
FABRÈGUES.
2. GLASS-AND-OAK
BALLOON LAMP BY
PIERRE YOVANOVITCH
FOR DIOR MAISON.
3. THE DESIGNER.
4–5. CIGAR BOX AND
AUX OISEAUX MIRROR
FROM HIS DIOR
MAISON COLLECTION.
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—HANNAH MARTIN

So when Dior Maison tapped
the AD100 titan to dream up new
home accessories, debuting on
the heels of his recent adaptation
of the brand’s Medallion chair,
Yovanovitch found ample fodder in
these common grounds. Musing
on Old World necessities that might
have existed at La Colle Noire, he
set out to usher household staples
into a modern context. The resulting Midi collection includes an
elegantly flared table lamp, which
echoes the curves of Yovanovitch’s
hit furniture. A hand-carved cigar
box, meanwhile, keeps quality top of
mind. (Embedded in its lid is a dial
to measure humidity.) And, perhaps
most playfully, a Picassoesque mirror nods to the Fabrègues songbirds
that lifted Yovanovitch’s spirit during the pandemic’s early lockdown

Supporting Visionary Creatives
‘Hibiki’ by Shinta Nakajima
THERUGCOMPANY.COM

DISCOVERIES

METAPHYSIC, A BESPOKE
HAND-PAINTED WALLPAPER BY
VINCENT DARRÉ FOR
DE GOURNAY, WRAPS THE SALON
AT THE COMPANY’S PRIVATE
APARTMENT IN PARIS.

Fantastic Voyage
Tapped by de Gournay to
create three bespoke
wallpapers,Vincent Darré lets
his imagination run wild

T

he de Gournay showroom on the Left Bank
of Paris has a small flat upstairs where the team
meets with its clients. Traditionally, the space
was decorated with wallpaper from the company’s existing collections—until a eureka moment
a few years ago. “We realized it was a great place
to do something different, a total departure from what people
think is de Gournay,” says company director Hannah Cecil
Gurney, the daughter of brand founder Claud Cecil Gurney.
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She decided to ask top creative talents to come up with fantastical, one-off tableaux that would, in her words, “celebrate
our artistry, show what we are capable of doing, and allow a
designer to create what he or she likes, with no commercial
side to it.” Meaning it’s not for sale. “This is the only place this
wallpaper will exist.”
For the first two iterations, de Gournay tapped Alessandra
Branca and AD100 Hall of Famer India Mahdavi. Now, for the
third—debuting at Paris Déco Off, March 23 through 27—they
called on French iconoclast Vincent Darré, challenging him to
dream up a series of three non-repeating wallpapers that would
be, as Gurney puts it, “transformative” and “joyful” and “fun.”
Over tea served in a set of delicate Empire porcelain at
his worktable in Paris, Darré explained that he conceived the
collection as a visit to a noble pavilion. First, one crosses a
jewel-box courtyard—much like, he said, the one “across from
the Petit Trianon at Versailles.” Framed with a grass-green
trellis, the trompe l’oeil, he pointed out, is “very Parisian. My
grandfather had one.” From there, one enters the drawing
room, an ebullient Technicolor riff on chinoiserie. “I wanted

STEPHAN JULLIARD

DESIGN

ANDREW WYETH

(1917–2009)

Andrew Wyeth (1917–2009) Berry Pickers, 1938 © 2022 Andrew Wyeth / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York Asking price: $165,000

REQUEST OUR CATALOGUE

Q U E S T R O YA L F I N E A RT, L L C
Important American Paintings
903 Park Avenue (at 79th Street), Third Floor, New York, NY 10075 T: (212) 744-3586 F: (212) 585-3828
Hours: Monday–Friday 10– 6, Saturday 10 – 5 and by appointment
E M A I L : gallery @ questroyalfineart.com www.questroyalfineart.com

DISCOVERIES
SHOPPING

ARMCHAIR
TRAVEL
Three of de Gournay’s latest
wallpapers transport design
lovers to far-flung locales

DESERT OASIS
This mirage-like panorama features a
verdant outcropping of palm trees, desert
flowers, and other resilient plants—
all thriving amid the picturesque peaks of
generalized sand dunes.

TRELLIS, ANOTHER ONE-OFA-KIND WALLPAPER BY DARRÉ
(BELOW) FOR DE GOURNAY,
CONJURES A GARDEN SCENE.

Finally, one walks into the
surrealist salon—a room filled with stark
architectural shapes, on the walls and as furniture, in silver,
ivory, beige, and burnished gold. “I’m crazy about the period
of research of perspectives,” Darré said, pulling a worn, thin
monograph of renderings from the Bourbon reign from his
bookcase. “For me, these are bibles of 17th-century metaphysical objects,” he said, paging through the book. “I wanted to
do something different, unexpected—things that have obsessed
me forever. This project is like haute couture,” allowing
him to “come up with things that are magical.” That, he has.
degournay.com —DANA THOMAS
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
Rendered with painterly aplomb, snowcapped mountains, placid lakes, and dense
evergreen forests capture the majesty
of western Canada in this sylvan landscape,
populated by bears and eagles.

NARA
Rendered against a slightly variegated
neutral ground, this sublime botanical motif
conjures the onetime Japanese capital
with a fluid interpretation of flowering sakura
branches; all prices upon request.

LEFT: STEPHAN JULLIARD. RIGHT: COURTESY OF DE GOURNAY.

it to be a bit faerie-esque, like a
folly.” The theme is also a nod to
de Gournay, since the company,
founded in the 1980s, is rooted
in the tradition of 17th-century
Chinese wallpapers. Many of its
offerings are still hand-painted

Rainbow Toucan $110

Pretty Flamingo $110

Puffin $110

These wonderful needlepoint kits were designed by Magie Hollingworth during the pandemic
last year. “Stitching was my salvation” she said as it was for thousands of others. It was a lifesaver
giving people a sense of normality, an oasis of calm and an escape from the news.
Needlepoint was rediscovered by a new generation of stitchers.

TOLLFREE ORDER LINE: 888 826 8600
www.ehrmantapestry.com
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AN UNDERSTATED STATEMENT

DASH

WATERWORKS.COM

ISABEL PARRA

FOR HIS BROOKLYN
BATH, ARTIST JORGE
PARDO DEVISED A
BRIGHTLY COLORED
TILE INSTALLATION.

Evolving homes in our fast-changing world
call for stylish updates to some favorite rooms....
AD’s spring 2022 Great Design Awards
celebrates the best new products for kitchens
and baths. What better time to mix it up?
PRODUCED BY MADELINE O’MALLEY
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BISAZZA PINSTRIPE
MOSAIC TILE BY INDIA
MAHDAVI; $37 PER
SQ. FT. BISAZZA.COM

HEM ALPHABETA
PENDANT LIGHT
UNO BY LUCA
NICHETTO; $499.
HEM.COM

JOSEPH ALGIERI
FLOWER MIRROR; $800.
COMINGSOONNEWYORK.COM

REJUVENATION
PILL METAL FRAMED
MIRROR; $479.
REJUVENATION.COM

HOUSE OF ROHL
APOTHECARY
WIDESPREAD BATHROOM
FAUCET BY XANDER
NOORI; $1,123 AS SHOWN.
HOUSEOFROHL.COM

CAMBRIA HERMITAGE
QUARTZ; PRICE UPON
REQUEST. CAMBRIAUSA.COM

AUGUSTINUS BADER
THE NEEM COMB;
$28. AUGUSTINUS
BADER.COM

Classic curves, smart stripes, and dynamic
textures collide in today’s playful takes
on modernism. Shown is a bath in the South of
France by AD100 Hall of Famer India Mahdavi.
INDIA MAHDAVI
STROMBOLI SIDE
TABLE; FROM $9,660.
RALPHPUCCI.COM

WORKSTEAD TUBE
SCONCE; $2,250.
WORKSTEAD.COM
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PRATESI TRECCIA BATH
COLLECTION; FROM $130.
PRATESI.COM

SFERRA PIETRA
MARBLE SOAP
DISPENSER; $72.
SFERRA.COM

INTERIOR: VINCENT LEROUX. ALL OTHERS COURTESY OF THE COMPANIES.

A NEW GROOVE

BLAZING WOOD.

BRILLIANT FLAMES.

AND A PRIMAL SENSE

OF

CONNECTION.

DISCOVER THE NEW 2022 LINEUP
THE GAUCHO GRILL

K A L A M A ZO O G O U R M E T.CO M

JENNAIR RISE
BUILT-IN
DISHWASHER;
FROM $2,199.
JENNAIR.COM

ARHAUS WATLEY
DOME PENDANT;
$939. ARHAUS.COM

BLOOMIST
POT AND PAN
BRUSH; $15.
BLOOMIST.COM

BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY
Soigné touches, eclectic patterns, and rich patinas take
no-fuss spaces to stylish new heights. Shown is Kirsten
Dunst’s L.A. kitchen by AD100 newcomer Jane Hallworth.

METHOD
HONEYCRISP
APPLE LIQUID
DISH SOAP; $4.
METHODHOME.COM

LG ELECTRONICS
INSTAVIEW DOUBLEOVEN SLIDE-IN RANGE;
FROM $2,999. LG.COM

MIELE CM 5310
SILENCE COUNTERTOP
COFFEE SYSTEM;
$1,599. MIELEUSA.COM

STUDIO DAVKA
PORCELAIN ESPRESSO
CUPS; $24 EACH.
STUDIODAVKA.COM

FARROW & BALL
RADICCHIO NO. 96 PAINT;
$115 PER GALLON.
FARROW-BALL.COM

GAGGENAU 400
SERIES COMBI-STEAM
OVEN; $9,899.
GAGGENAU.COM

BRIZO ODIN SEMIPROFESSIONAL KITCHEN
FAUCET; $1,195
AS SHOWN. BRIZO.COM

ZEPHYR MESA WALL RANGE
HOOD; PRICE UPON REQUEST.
ZEPHYRONLINE.COM
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INTERIOR: LAURE JOLIET. ALL OTHERS COURTESY OF THE COMPANIES.

BALINEUM SERIES S
MATILDE TILE; $17 EACH.
BALINEUM.CO.UK

I N T R O D U C I N G T H E A RT I SA N W E AV E S CO L L EC T I O N
B EAU T I F U LLY TE X TU R E D N ATU R A L M ATE R IA LS.
H A NDCR A FT ED I N T H E U SA S I N CE 1 94 6 . NAT I O NWI D E ME ASU R E & I N STA LL S E RV I CE S . A LL P R O D UC TS S HIP IN 10 DAYS O R L ESS .
S HOW RO O MS N ATI O N WI DE
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KOHLER STATEMENT
OVAL RAINHEAD;
$1,051 AS SHOWN.
KOHLER.COM

HOME & LOFT
HUDSON TOWEL; $50.
HOMEANDLOFT.COM

GLOBAL REACH

FRONTGATE PARK
AVENUE WALL
MIRROR; $599.
FRONTGATE.COM

Finding inspiration from afar, refined rooms
celebrate age-old craft around the world. Shown is
a Texas home by AD100 triumvirate Madison
Cox, Jeffrey Bilhuber, and Annabelle Selldorf.

VISUAL COMFORT
HULTON SCONCE
BY THOMAS O’BRIEN;
FROM $479. CIRCA
LIGHTING.COM

WATERWORKS RIVERUN
SINGLE THERMOSTATIC
CONTROL VALVE TRIM WITH
TWO-TONE TRI-SPOKE HANDLE;
$1,250. WATERWORKS.COM

VERELLEN LOU STOOL;
TO THE TRADE.
VERELLEN.BIZ

POPHAM DESIGN
HEX PINSTRIPE TILE;
FROM $25 PER SQ. FT.
POPHAMDESIGN.COM
SERENA & LILY MADAKET
BASKETS; FROM $248.
SERENAANDLILY.COM
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NEBIA BY MOEN
QUATTRO RAINSHOWER;
FROM $129. MOEN.COM

INTERIOR: WILLIAM JESS LAIRD. ALL OTHERS COURTESY OF THE COMPANIES.

LOUIS VUITTON CITY
OF STARS EAU DE
PARFUM; FROM $265.
LOUISVUITTON.COM

COSENTINO
SILESTONE SUNLIT
DAYS SURFACE; PRICE
UPON REQUEST.
COSENTINO.COM

KITCHENAID
ARTISAN SERIES 5
STAND MIXER; $430.
KITCHENAID.COM

CASA BRANCA NANTES
DESSERT PLATE; $1,295 FOR A
SET OF SIX. CASABRANCA.COM

ANN SACKS SHAYE
COLLECTION TILE;
FROM $28 PER SQ. FT.
ANNSACKS.COM

LIEBHERR
MONOLITH FRENCHDOOR REFRIGERATOR
WITH BOTTOM
FREEZER; $8,399.
HOME.LIEBHERR.COM

SUB-ZERO 24" DESIGNER
UNDERCOUNTER WINE
STORAGE; FROM $4,045.
SUBZERO-WOLF.COM
DELTA MONROVIA KITCHEN
FAUCET; $778 AS SHOWN.
DELTAFAUCET.COM

AND OBJECTS FOLIUM
SCENTED CANDLE; $105.
ANDOBJECTS.COM

HERE COMES THE FUN
Tradition steps into tomorrow with upbeat colors,
whimsical silhouettes, and unexpected updates
to old faves. Shown is the Sussex, England, kitchen
of AD100 designer Martin Brudnizki.

ELKAY
MANUFACTURING
QUARTZ LUXE
SINK; FROM $1,727.
ELKAY.COM
MONOGRAM BRASS VENTILATION
HOOD; PRICE UPON REQUEST.
MONOGRAM.COM

CAFÉ BUILT-IN
MICROWAVE DRAWER
OVEN; $1,599.
CAFEAPPLIANCES.COM
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SISTER PARISH DESIGN ELSIE LINEN; $180
PER YARD. SISTERPARISHDESIGN.COM

INTERIOR: HENRY BOURNE. ALL OTHERS COURTESY OF THE COMPANIES.

MODERN MATTER
EDGEWOOD ELLIPTICAL
KNOB BY EDDIE ROSS; $45.
MODERN-MATTER.COM

Make your second home
dreams a reality

pacaso.com

ADVERTISEMENT

INTERIOR BY WELCOME PROJECTS; PHOTO BY LAURE JOLIET

Design advice for real life.

THE COVE AT ATLANTIS
PARADISE ISLAND
BAHAMAS
The Cove, Atlantis Paradise Island’s
luxury hotel, is nestled along a
protected cove between two private
white sand beaches. The Cove offers

Renovation guides.
Before-and-after inspiration.
Material sources.
Everything you need to
make a home your own—
from the editors of
Architectural Digest.

600 elegant suites with balconies
and floor-to-ceiling ocean views,
and impeccable butler service. The
adults-only Cove Pool features 20
private beach cabanas with Bahamianinspired art and design. Guests can
enjoy gaming at Sea Glass Lounge,
exceptional and world-renowned dining
at Fish and Sip Sip, or shopping at
Escape Boutique. Visitors staying at
The Cove also have access to Atlantis’
Aquaventure with its various pools,
Atlantis Casino, pristine beaches,
diverse dining, spa, golf, and more.
COVEATLANTIS.COM/AD

@getclever
archdigest.com/clever

(877) 485-0871

S PEC IAL ADVERTIS I N G S EC TI O N

DESIGN STOR IES
1
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LIGHT YOUR LIFE
WITH LIVEX LIGHTING
1. DIAMOND PENDANT CHANDELIER IN A POLISHED
NICKEL FINISH WITH CLEAR CRYSTAL ACCENTS 50666-35
2. GREENWICH SINGLE PENDANT
IN A NATURAL BRASS FINISH 52040-08
3. BROOKLYN HAND CRAFTED STEEL WIRE CAGE
CHANDELIER IN AN ANTIQUE BRASS FINISH 50948-01
4. SOLNA SINGLE PENDANT
IN A BRUSHED NICKEL FINISH 49219-91
5. BERGAMO SINGLE SCONCE IN A BRONZE FINISH
WITH ANTIQUE BRASS FINISH ACCENTS 49742-07
6. VARICK PENDANT CHANDELIER WITH A STAINLESS
STEEL SHADE IN A BRUSHED NICKEL FINISH 49414-91

2

5

Since 1993, Livex Lighting has been creating extraordinary decorative
lighting, focusing on detail and craftsmanship. Each design is infused with
an unparalleled passion for the craft as well as an undeniable creativity.
With more than 4,200 fashionable styles from which to choose, Livex
Lighting provides solutions for any space. Each piece features meticulously
hand-applied finishes and is developed with the most current fashion
and design trends. Available in many sizes that are suitable for various
applications, Livex Lighting complements design aesthetics that range from
chic and contemporary to timeless and transitional.
Livex Lighting continues to innovate and interpret premium decorative
lighting with a unique personality. To view and experience any Livex
Lighting products, please visit livexlighting.com for a listing of all retailers.

3
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DESIGN ADAC
4.26–4.28

351 Peachtree Hills Ave, Atlanta
Monday – Friday | Open to the Trade & Public

@adacatlanta | #adacatlanta
More info at adacatlanta.com

Lumens.com
New + Exclusive Raimond II LED Dome Pendant Light by Raimond Puts for Moooi

TiSChLer WindoWS And doorS. UnCommon. UnCompromiSing.

Tischler und Sohn (USA) Ltd. Six Suburban Avenue, Stamford, CT 06901
Telephone 203/674/0600 • Telefax 203/674/0601

The Design Team at

interiorsbysteveng.com

A CELESTIAL SETTING IN SARASOTA
Dramatically embraces earthbound finishes of marble, stone and wood
offset by sculptural furnishings and starlight.

IBSG Headquarters: 2818 Center Port Circle Pompano Beach, FL 33064 P 954.735.8223
FL State License IB13000407 LEED accredited. Established 1984

A designer resource from the
editors of ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST

PHOTO BY PAUL RAESIDE

1.800.761.9183
parishconservatories.com

.Find your next role—or land
your next hire
.AD PRO members receive their
first listing free, plus discounts
on subsequent posts
.New positions in interior design,
architecture, and landscape
posted daily
.Used by AD100 design studios

P O D C A S T
N E W E P I S O D E S A D D E D W E E K LY
LISTEN ON SPOTIFY / APPLE PODCASTS

JOBS.ARCHITECTURALDIGEST.COM

Photography by Ed Stewart Photography

Sculptors

Patrick Hurst and Cha Jong Rye ( 차종례 )
represented by Long-Sharp Gallery

Expose Exposed 211006 © Cha Jong Rye, 2021, Engineered wood
47.2 x 53.1 x 12.6 in (120 x 135 x 32 cm)
Resolution © Patrick Hurst, 2021, Marine-grade stainless steel, brushed and polished,
From an edition of 2, 72 x 16 x 16 in (183 x 40.6 x 40.6 cm)

LONGSHARPGALLERY.COM

-

866.370.1601

SKARA BRAE™

A LEGEND IN EVERY DESIGN

CAMBRIAUSA.COM

Subscribe at

A new podcast hosted by

KARINA LONGWORTH,
creator of YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS,
and VANESSA HOPE
WHEN A HOLLYWOOD MOGUL SHOT THE AGENT
HAVING AN AFFAIR WITH HIS WIFE—ONE OF
THE KEY FEMME FATALES OF 1940S FILM NOIR—
SHE WAS THE ONE WHO PAID THE PRICE.

Featuring

JON HAMM, ZOOEY DESCHANEL, and GRIFFIN DUNNE

THE DINING ROOM/
LIBRARY IS WRAPPED IN A
CUSTOM HAND-PAINTED
WALLPAPER BY THE SAN
PATRIGNANO DESIGN LAB.
CHANDELIER BY PATRICE
DANGEL; VINTAGE ITALIAN
MIRROR; CHAIRS AND
OTTOMAN BY LIZ O’BRIEN
EDITIONS; ANTIQUE
KHORASAN RUG. FOR
DETAILS SEE RESOURCES.

CHARACTER
STUDY

TV royal Shonda Rhimes holds court in a
regal New York City apartment devised by
AD100 designer Michael S. Smith
TEXT BY

EMIL WILBEKIN

PHOTOGRAPHY BY

MICHAEL MUNDY

STYLED BY

DORCIA KELLEY

“It’s important to me to have rooms and
spaces to sit and think, to have new places to
move to just get my brain going sometimes.”
—Shonda Rhimes

SHONDA RHIMES (WEARING
A SWEATER AND SHOES
BY HERMÈS, AN AKRIS SHIRT,
AND GOOD AMERICAN JEANS)
ON A JASPER SOFA IN THE
LIVING ROOM. VINTAGE
PARCHMENT-VENEER COCKTAIL
TABLE PURCHASED AT
AUCTION; PAINTING BY HUGHIE
LEE-SMITH. FASHION STYLING
BY DANA ASHER LEVINE.

HAIR BY VERLYN ANTOINE; MAKEUP BY ARMOND HAMBRICK.
© 2021 ESTATE OF HUGHIE LEE-SMITH/ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS), NEW YORK. WALTER HENRY WILLIAMS JR.

f

A CUSTOM TABLE BY KEITH FRITZ FINE FURNITURE STANDS IN A CORNER OF THE DINING ROOM/LIBRARY.
MATTALIANO CHAIRS IN JERRY PAIR LEATHER; PATRICE DANGEL SCONCES; ARTWORKS BY WALTER HENRY WILLIAMS JR.

or someone as busy as Shonda Rhimes,
time and space are of the essence. The
single mother of three strives to keep up
with her children while simultaneously
reigning supreme as one of Hollywood’s
most successful and inspiring content
creators. As the driving force behind
television hits like Grey’s Anatomy, Private
Practice, Scandal, and How to Get Away
With Murder, and, most recently, Bridgerton
and Inventing Anna, Rhimes has dreamed
up dozens of dynamic, diverse, and multidimensional female characters, shifting
the narratives of women and their place in the world. Her work
tells stories about lives that are complex, complicated, and
culture shifting—just like that of their author.
It can be a lot to keep in mind. So, more than anything,
what this impresario needs most, quite simply, is time—
time to write, create, and continue to build her successful
Shondaland media empire—and a beautifully appointed room
of her own in which to work. And that’s just what she set
out to give herself in her brand-new New York City apartment.
“This place is really about my work life,” says Rhimes of the
residence on Manhattan’s Upper East Side. “But I came into
it thinking, If I had no kids, no responsibilities, what kind

of a space would I create? Obviously, we did incorporate
things that were necessary for the kids—moms never get to
think selfishly—but this was really exciting for me.”
Rhimes enlisted AD100 designer Michael S. Smith, who
also decorated a previous home for her in Los Angeles (AD,
February 2019), to help realize a vision of classical beauty with
touches of romance and lots of colorful flights of fancy. “For us,
blending ideas of a romantic East Side apartment, authors of
the past, and a sense of history was interesting,” Smith explains
of the decor, which is rooted in tradition yet enlivened with
bursts of energy. Take, for example, the breathtakingly pretty
living room. “We wrapped it in this beautiful Chinese-style
wallpaper to make it a garden,” the designer says.
Of that lush, arcadian space, Rhimes enthuses, “That pattern
allows for things like those incredible yellow curtains and some
really bold choices in furniture. There are a lot of gilt-edged
pieces in there because the wallpaper can hold all of that. The
furniture can be a little bit eclectic. It’s a mix of contemporary
pieces and antiques, and they all work together really nicely.”
The apartment is full of places where Rhimes can decide to
work—or daydream—as inspiration strikes. In the living room
alone, she notes, “Michael created wonderful little nooks on
either side of the fireplace to sit and to look out the windows,
to sit and write, or to sit and drink a coffee and just enjoy the
light. There’s a double-sided desk where I can work, or stare

AR CH DI GEST.CO M
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“We wrapped the living room
in this beautiful Chinese-style
wallpaper to make it a garden.”
—designer Michael S. Smith

A LUSH DE GOURNAY WALLPAPER
ENVELOPS THE LIVING ROOM, WHERE
A REGENCE GILT-WOOD MIRROR
HANGS ABOVE A CUSTOM JASPER
SOFA IN A CLARENCE HOUSE DAMASK
AND LINED WITH PILLOWS OF (FROM
LEFT) FORTUNY, CLAREMONT, AND
CHELSEA TEXTILES FABRICS. ANTIQUE
KERMAN RUG FROM MANSOUR.

Drawing on her screenwriting skills, Rhimes first considered the story behind the character of her apartment before
starting her search. “I read too many books, I spend too much
time living inside of books, so I envisioned a grand New York
apartment,” she explains. “I knew that I would know it when
I saw it, and then I literally walked into this apartment. It was
smaller than some of the places that I looked at, but I knew
immediately. It has this wraparound terrace, and the light
coming in was incredible. It felt like a place where even though
you’re in the middle of a city, you feel like you’re in your own
little refuge.”
Building on that idea of sanctuary, Smith worked to create a
space that references New York but also feels like a place apart.
“It has this sense of being a kind of citadel,” he notes. “You can
be in the city and swim in that energy, but then retreat. That’s
important for a person who has a very big interior life.”
For Rhimes, the end result couldn’t fit her needs more perWHEN IT CAME TO NEW YORK CITY LIVING, another major
fectly. “Michael knows me really well,” she says. “He underinfluence was the home of the late Mike Nichols. After the
stands the idea that I spend a lot of time inside my head—a lot
enormous success of Grey’s Anatomy, the award-winning
of time imagining, a lot of time where it seems like I might
director contacted Rhimes in Los Angeles and invited her to
be being quiet and still, but really I’m storytelling. So he knows
lunch the next time she would be in New York City. “I didn’t
that it’s important to me to have rooms and spaces to sit and
know him at all,” she recalls. “Mike was the kindest soul—just
think, to have new places to move to just get my brain going
to offer friendship, such kindness, and mentorship was really
sometimes. I’m building an entire sort of universe in my mind,
lovely. So I went to his and Diane Sawyer’s apartment, and
but I’m also trying to think of a series. It’s not just two hours,
it was breathtaking—this beautiful special place, so elegantly
it’s not just 30 minutes; sometimes it’s 18 seasons. You really
done with extraordinary terraces, and this quality of light.
And I remember thinking, God, one day I’d love to live like this.” do need time and space to think about it.”
out the window and sort of watch. I’m mostly looking at the
rooftops or at other people’s balconies wondering what’s
going on. That helps when you’re trying to imagine stories
in your head. I live with these characters.”
Filled with favorite books and paintings by Black artists
including Hughie Lee-Smith and Walter Henry Williams Jr.,
the residence pays homage to its NYC location. But one can’t
help but feel a touch of Regency-era London as well. “I had
been immersed in the romanticism of Bridgerton for a while,
so that had to influence some of the things that I had been
thinking about,” Rhimes acknowledges. “Everything sort of
spills into everything else. If I’m thinking about these books
that we’re turning into a series, then that inevitably spills
into how the apartment’s going to look, which inevitably spills
into what goes in the scripts—it all sort of spins together.”
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THE PRIMARY BEDROOM
FEATURES A CUSTOM
BED BY NEWELL DESIGN
STUDIO DRESSED IN
MATOUK LINENS.
STEPHEN ANTONSON
HANGING LIGHT; GRACIE
WALL COVERING;
LA MANUFACTURE
COGOLIN RUG.

A PAINTING BY HUGHIE LEESMITH HANGS ABOVE A
LATE-18TH-CENTURY
PAINTED ITALIAN CHEST
PURCHASED AT AUCTION,
WHICH STANDS IN THE
LIMEWASHED ENTRANCE
HALL. CHANDELIER AND
SCONCE BY R. W. RUSSELL;
JASPER TABLE LAMP;
ANTIQUE TABRIZ RUG.

design notes

THE DETAILS THAT MAKE THE LOOK

Michael is able to create spaces
that I can write in. To me, that’s the
ultimate compliment because writers
are always looking for an escape
from writing.” —Shonda Rhimes
SUNFLOWERS PAPER BY
ADELPHI PAPER HANGINGS;
TO THE TRADE.
JOHNROSSELLI.COM
HONGWU POT;
$110. OKA.COM

A GLIMPSE INTO A
WRITING AREA OFF THE
DINING ROOM/LIBRARY.

CAMPION PENDANT;
FROM $7,331. URBAN
ELECTRIC.COM

OCTAVIA MIRROR
BY BUNNY WILLIAMS
FOR MIRROR HOME;
$1,795. BUNNY
WILLIAMSHOME.COM

PERCY STOOL BY
JASPER; TO THE
TRADE. MICHAEL
SMITHINC.COM

BLUE HERON STRIPE
INDOOR-OUTDOOR
RUG BY DASH &
ALBERT; FROM $68.
ANNIESELKE.COM

AQUA RIBBED VASE
CERAMIC LAMP; $575
WITHOUT SHADE.
PENNYMORRISON.COM

THE KITCHEN FEATURES
MIELE APPLIANCES,
PENDANT LIGHTS BY THE
URBAN ELECTRIC CO.,
AND A KALLISTA FAUCET.
AKASHIA FABRIC BY JASPER; TO THE TRADE.
MICHAELSMITHINC.COM
P RO DU CE D BY M ADE LI NE O ’M AL LEY

DIAMANTE
CHANDELIER BY
MULTIFORME; $6,325.
ARTEMEST.COM

A GUEST ROOM IS SWATHED IN
A TENSIRA COTTON, AND
THE JASPER BED IS UPHOLSTERED
IN A KRAVET PAISLEY.

KOS HAND-EMBROIDERED
LINEN; TO THE TRADE.
VAUGHANDESIGNS.COM

DOLCE POM POM
FRINGE; TO THE TRADE.
SAMUELANDSONS.COM

WEDGWOOD x SHEILA
BRIDGES MUG; $100.
BLOOMINGDALES.COM

GRAND ACANTHUS
CHIPPENDALE
MIRROR; $2,525.
SCULLYAND
SCULLY.COM

INTERIORS: MICHAEL MUNDY. ALL OTHERS COURTESY OF THE COMPANIES.

SINGLE GOURD
LAMP; $2,615.
CHRISTOPHER
SPITZMILLER.COM

KOMAL PAISLEY FABRIC BY
BRUNSCHWIG & FILS; TO
THE TRADE. KRAVET.COM

I like things to
look beautiful, but I
also want them to be
actually functional
and comfortable too.”

BARTON ARMCHAIR BY
JASPER; TO THE TRADE.
MICHAELSMITHINC.COM
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LAY OF
THE
LAND

With the rough, windswept terrain as
their muse, artist Bosco Sodi and his wife,
Lucia Corredor of AD100 firm Decada,
have built a sprawling family escape on
the Cycladic island of Folegandros
TEXT BY

HANNAH MARTIN

PHOTOGRAPHY BY

MIGUEL FLORES-VIANNA

BOSCO SODI AND LUCIA CORREDOR’S FAMILY COMPOUND ON THE GREEK ISLAND OF FOLEGANDROS, BUILT BY
DECA ARCHITECTURE AND DECORATED BY CORREDOR’S AD100 FIRM, DECADA. FOR DETAILS SEE RESOURCES.

Of the getaway, Bosco Sodi says,
“It’s a place for recharging energy
with family and friends.”

CAST-CONCRETE SLABS
AND GREEN LIMESTONE
EXCAVATED FROM THE SITE
CREATE A STRING OF
DWELLINGS. RIGHT IN THE
LIVING ROOM, LEATHER
SEATING BY HANS WEGNER
AND A COCKTAIL TABLE
BY EJVIND A. JOHANSSON
SIT WITH A RUG AND
WOVEN BASKETS SOURCED
ON THE ISLAND.
THE PAINTING IS BY SODI.

t

that blend into their surroundings (AD, December 2020).
he Mexican artist Bosco Sodi and
It’s here that Sodi creates his earthen paintings using sawdust,
his wife, Lucia Corredor, first stepped
latex, glue, and pigment, as well as the spherical clay sculpfoot on Folegandros, a quiet Cycladic
tures that he leaves to dry and crack in the hot sun. (Later this
island known for its windy climate and
month Sodi, who is represented by Kasmin Gallery, will fill
mountainous terrain, during a family
sailing trip in 2017. Taken with the tough the 16th-century Palazzo Vendramin Grimani with a range of
beauty of the isle (some believe its name new works for a solo show during the Venice Biennale.)
In Folegandros, Sodi and Corredor would, once again,
is derived from a Phoenician word meanuse the environment as their jumping-off point, working with
ing “rock-strewn land”), they decided
architect Carlos Loperena’s firm, Deca Architecture, on a
to dock the boat for an extra night. In the
series of structures that nearly disappear into the rocky landport the next morning, Sodi skimmed
scape. “There are three types of building permits in Greece,”
the real estate listings. “At the very end
Sodi explains. “You can build a typical white house of 150
of the island there was a small bay with
square meters. A stone house of 180 square meters. Or you put
a beautiful church—nothing else,” he
the house inside the mountain—if you do it this way, you can
says, recalling the parcel of land that caught his eye. After a
build 50 percent more.”
quick look, he didn’t hesitate. “I said I would buy it.”
They chose that last option—one of Loperena’s specialties.
Settling into a rugged, untouched place was nothing new
for the Brooklyn-based couple, who started building in Puerto And after several visits to the property to determine where
the house should sit (wind is a major consideration on this
Escondido, a surfing hot spot in Oaxaca, a decade ago, when a
trip to the closest grocery store required a 15-mile drive down a particularly blustery island), the architect and his team—partdirt road. Sodi has since transformed the swath along the Pacific nering with local contractor Babis Gartaganis—set to task.
Hunks of green limestone were excavated from the site, a
into Casa Wabi, an artist residency, foundation, and architectural wonderland, sprinkled with quietly stunning structures by onetime quarry, and stacked into walls, which, along with cast
slabs of concrete, created a string of dwellings embedded in
Tadao Ando, Álvaro Siza, Kengo Kuma, and Alberto Kalach
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THE BAMBOO SHADE STRUCTURES WERE SOURCED AT THE LOCAL GENERAL/HARDWARE STORE, AND THE STOOLS AND TABLES ARE MADE
BY MIRI PURA, THE ON-SITE HANDYMAN, USING BRANCHES FROM NEARBY TREES AND WOOD SCRAPS FROM THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS.

“We wanted to make something
very simple, using as many natural
materials as possible,” says Sodi.

“It looks like a small town from far away.
You see the little villas and the main
plaza with the olive trees,” says Corredor.

ABOVE CARLOS LOPERENA OF
DECA ARCHITECTURE VISITED
SEVERAL TIMES BEFORE BUILDING
IN ORDER TO PROPERLY SITE THE
STRUCTURES. BELOW IN THE
FISHERMAN’S HOUSE BY THE SEA,
WALLS WERE REFINISHED WITH
PLASTER AND PAINT FOR A
TIMEWORN FEEL.

HANS WEGNER CHAIRS PULL UP TO A CUSTOM TABLE MADE BY A LOCAL CARPENTER. CERAMICS ARE
FROM THE NEARBY ISLAND OF SIFNOS, AND THE BLUE TABLE RUNNER WAS HANDMADE IN MEXICO.

the mountain. “It looks like a small town from far away,”
says Corredor. “You see these little villas and the main plaza
with the olive trees.” From the inside looking out, windows
frame views of the bay and the open ocean.
“We wanted to make it very simple, using as many natural
materials as possible,” explains Sodi.
CORREDOR, WHOSE MEXICO CITY–BASED AD100 design firm

and shop, Decada, decorated the compound, took a similar
approach with finishes and furnishings. Sourcing was, for the
most part, hyper-local. “These are from the gas station,” she
says with a laugh of the woven seat cushions used in the outdoor barbecue area. She’s referring to Stelios Skylakis, a soupto-nuts shop on the island (the owner even sells gas), where
she found everything from baskets to chickens to bamboo
for shade structures. Even more supplies were gathered right
on their property. With the help of Miri Pura, their on-site
handyman, the leftover pine boards used to cast the cementslab walls became tables and benches; branches and dead olive
trees collected from the grounds were polished and turned
into stools. That sort of rough, hand-hewn furniture mixes in
with works of blue-chip Danish modernism from Decada—a
desk chair by Kai Kristiansen, dining chairs and other seating
by Hans Wegner.
Around the house, decorations are rather subdued. A series
of cheeky blue-and-white ceramic dishes by Eduardo Sarabia
catch the eye. “They can look like Greek plates or Mexican
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plates, but they’re really about drug trafficking,” says Corredor
of the discreetly illicit motifs. Beautiful minerals they call
scholar stones or elegantly twisted branches appear in many
rooms, picked up on hikes around the island and lugged back
home, like one hunk of marble Sodi says “looks like a torso
from the ancient Greeks.”
The home and its contents inspire a sense of calm. “We
wanted to design a house to really rest. To be able to chill,”
Sodi says of the compound, built for cooking, reading, and
relaxing, with plenty of space for guests. “It’s a place for
recharging energy with family and friends.” And with use,
the new inhabitants are making their own mark on the land,
nurturing olive trees, a young vineyard, and a slew of local
plants. (“We just bought 200 pounds of different seeds and
hired a botanical expert,” Sodi reports.)
A leisurely walk down to the ocean reveals an old fisherman’s house, a relic from the past that the family has repurposed as its seaside hangout. Its walls, refinished to look as if
they’ve never been touched, have the same weather-worn
quality as Sodi’s paintings, which he plans to start making here
soon. He’s excited to experiment with elements of this land.
“The sawdust here is different,” he explains, “which changes
the reaction with the pigments and the way it will dry and
crack.” His processes for art making and home making are not
so different after all. “It’s a very casual approach,” he says
of both. “We take advantage of the accidents. We do things
by instinct—by the gods.”

KIDS SWIMMING IN
THE BAY, NEXT TO THE OLD
FISHERMAN’S HOUSE.
OPPOSITE A MOROCCAN
COVERLET AND A KAI
KRISTIANSEN CHAIR IN A
BEDROOM. SODI MADE
THE ARTWORK ABOVE THE
HEADBOARD USING A
LOCALLY MADE WOVEN SEAT.

MASSIMILIANO LOCATELLI
DESIGNED THE LIVING ROOM’S
BLUE SOFA, AND THE VINTAGE
LEATHER SOFAS ARE BY KILL
INTERNATIONAL. DIPTYCH ON
WALL AND COCKTAIL TABLE
BY MARTIN LABORDE; STOOLS
BY PAUL McCOBB. LAMP BY
ACHILLE AND PIER GIACOMO
CASTIGLIONI. FLOOR OF
PIETRA ARDESIA SLATE. FOR
DETAILS SEE RESOURCES.

person
Architect Massimiliano
Locatelli’s Milan home
is a study in modernist
utilitarian glamour
TEXT BY LAURA MAY TODD
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DePASQUALE
STYLED BY GRETA CEVENINI

+ MAFFINI

JONATHAN BINET

al best

LOCATELLI ON THE
STAIRCASE. RIGHT A BAR
LINED IN YELLOW
MARBLE AND LAMINATE
IS HIDDEN INSIDE A
LIVING ROOM CLOSET.

to

understand the design sense
of the Milanese architect
Massimiliano Locatelli, all
you need to do is look at
his window. Not simply for
the view, though that’s not
bad, either. His house sits
on an idyllic street lined with quaint town houses painted in a
rainbow of pastel hues. Originally built as workers’ cottages in
the late 19th century, the block resembles a quiet country lane
swallowed up by the city. Try to ignore the surprisingly bucolic
vista and instead direct your eyes toward the window frame
and pull, which together represent a tidy example of Locatelli’s
design ethos. The casing is formed of a stark, surgical-seeming
aluminum, both sharply contemporary and ideal for regulating Milan’s varied temperatures, while the simple rounded
brass pulls are vintage, designed in the 1950s by another famed
Milanese architect, Luigi Caccia Dominioni. “Adding a soft
touch of memory to these rigid windows was a way of opening
up a dialogue between past and present, classic and contemporary,” he explains. “Also the contrast of metals is nice—like
a Cartier Trinity ring.” It’s such flourishes of nuanced glamour,
combined with a sense of frank utilitarianism, that have come
to define the Bergamo-born architect’s prolific career.
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Take, for instance, his design of famed curator Nina Yashar’s
Nilufar Depot, for which he converted a cavernous former
warehouse into a stage set for highly collectible furniture and
design. Employing his signature palette of industrial materials,
the interior structure evokes an Italian opera house. Or better
yet, his previous office space in a deconsecrated 16th-century
church, within which he installed a hovering glass-and-iron
cube that lifted visitors to eye level with elaborate Renaissance
frescoes. But his own home eschews such grand gestures and
instead caters to a more private sense of style.
Locatelli, dressed in all black, including his thick-framed
professorial glasses and streamlined running shoes, is sitting
in the living room on an austere black leather sofa by 20thcentury German manufacturer Kill International. When he
found this house, he says, it had “the atmosphere of a shabbychic grandmother,” a look he admittedly abhors. He quickly
set about stripping the old house to its bones. Following a
precarious dance with the permits office—the neighborhood
is designated an area of historical significance—he was given
permission to lower the basement a full meter, allowing
him to design an airy kitchen and a small sublevel garden as
well as build upward to create a third floor. All that was left
intact was the façade, which he transformed from a shade
of sunny yellow to a steely gray, inspired by the cloudy skies

A BOOK-LINED TV ROOM LIES AT ONE
END OF THE HOUSE’S SECOND LEVEL,
WHICH IS FLOORED WITH RED LINOLEUM.
THE CAST-ALUMINUM CHAIR AND RED
SOFA ARE BY LOCATELLI, AND THE STOOL
IS BY LE CORBUSIER, PIERRE JEANNERET,
AND CHARLOTTE PERRIAND.

LAMPS BY FRANCO ALBINI HANG ABOVE
GLASS TABLES BY ENZO MARI AND A WOOD
ONE BY LOCATELLI IN THE LOWER LEVEL
DINING AREA. BELOW THE KITCHEN SINK IS
ILLUMINATED BY FONTANAARTE SWING-ARM
LAMPS, AND THE FLOOR IS TERRAZZO.

“I made this house for me,
not for show,” Locatelli pronounces.
“I didn’t want the dıstraction of
design elements that were too strong.”
TOP LEFT RED CANVAS AWNINGS POP AGAINST THE HOUSE’S GRAY EXTERIOR. ABOVE LOOKING INTO
THE KITCHEN FROM THE LOWER-LEVEL TERRACE. CHAIRS AND TABLE BY MASSIMILIANO LOCATELLI; ASHTRAY
BY ACHILLE CASTIGLIONI FOR ALESSI; HANGING LIGHT (INSIDE) BY MAI-THU PERRET.

A STEEL BED BY
LE CORBUSIER STANDS IN
THE PRIMARY BEDROOM.
FONTANAARTE LAMP;
BRASS-AND-GLASS TABLE
BY OSVALDO BORSANI.

of Switzerland’s Engadin valley. “They said that the freedom
to choose your color gives the neighborhood its personality,”
he says, “but I don’t really like the colorful houses.” (Even so,
the sober hue is enlivened by vibrant red awnings over the
home’s windows and upper-floor terraces.)
TO BE HONEST, HOWEVER, it’s not the home’s exterior that

most accurately channels Locatelli’s personality. Inside, the
layout is hyper-calibrated to his lifestyle. “I made this house
for me, not for show,” he pronounces. For example, he wanted
a living room and kitchen where he could entertain easily,
so he connected the spaces with a double-height light well
that floods the lower level with sunshine, effectively uniting
the floors. “If you have friends over, they stay here [in the
living room] and in the garden downstairs,” he explains. “It’s
really fluid; it becomes one room.”
As you travel upward, though, the spaces become more
private. On the next level there is a TV room and reading nook
furnished with custom bookshelves and a plush sofa, then a
guest room, complete with en suite sauna. Finally, up the narrow iron staircase to the top floor is Locatelli’s own personal
quarters, which comprise his bedroom, a bathroom outfitted
with a forest-green marble sink he had manufactured in
Vietnam, and a small terrace overlooking the neighborhood.
In decorating the house, Locatelli was restrained, even
dogmatically so. “I didn’t want the distraction of design
elements that were too strong,” he adds, further explaining
that he is fed up with the current formula of trendy interior
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design: one expensive flat sofa, two extravagant accent chairs,
and, perhaps, a daybed. Instead, he poured his energy into
finding materials that he describes as having “intelligence.”
The black slate that lines the living room floor, for example,
is meant to accrue character with every scuff and scratch,
while the kitchen’s sleek concrete and pebble terrazzo doubles
as a layer of insulation and staves off humidity. In fact, the
home’s most eye-catching feature is hidden entirely from view:
a vibrant yellow bar concealed in a living room closet. “It’s like
a little jewelry box,” he says of the uncharacteristically playful
element. “You open it and there is a diamond inside.”
That’s not to say the pieces he did include aren’t pedigreed—
they are. But he chose understated objects that were largely
unplaceable to all but the well-trained eye: two Enzo Mari
Cugino tables in the kitchen (his desk from architecture school),
which sit next to a wood table made by Locatelli himself; an
ascetic steel bed by Le Corbusier from the Immeuble Molitor
apartment building in Paris; and his prized possession, an
unassuming worn-wood side table from the 1961 La Tourette
convent near Lyon, France, also by the Swiss master. “It doesn’t
say anything to anybody; it’s just there so the cats can jump
out of the window,” he insists with an indifferent sweep of his
hand, implying that even an object as prized to collectors as
this stool is only as good as its function. “The point is that we
don’t need these things,” he continues. “My approach to the
house and to its objects and to my way of living in the house
was to carve out a little more truth. I just want to be comfortable here talking to you.”

LOCATELLI HAD THE BATH’S GREEN MARBLE SINK AND STOOL FABRICATED IN VIETNAM.

Working with decorator—and
longtime friend—Rita Konig,
tastemaker Deborah Needleman
takes the slow approach in
crafting her house
TEXT BY DEBORAH NEEDLEMAN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MIGUEL FLORES-VIANNA
STYLED BY MIEKE TEN HAVE

A MARTHE ARMITAGE
WALLPAPER ENVELOPS THE
BRIGHT, AIRY ANTIQUES-FILLED
KITCHEN THAT OPENS ONTO
THE GARDEN. WROUGHT-IRON
HANGING LIGHT FOUND AT A
U.K. ANTIQUES FAIR; VINTAGE
PORTUGUESE TABLECLOTH.
FOR DETAILS SEE RESOURCES.

LABO

R OF LOVE

P

eople often say that it’s best to
decorate a house over time, rather
than in one massive, professionally designed swoop—although
the transformational power of
“installation day” has always been
a great fantasy of mine. Interiors
that evolve, reflecting the lives
inside them, with their accumulating layers and patina, are often the ones I am most drawn
to, because of the intimacy and idiosyncrasy they possess.
But that is not why my house developed over many years,
and in fact, the idiosyncrasies it would likely have revealed,
if left to my own devices, would have been those of a scattered
mind, an inability to mix textiles and pattern, to place furniture, or to create a flow within rooms and between them.
This house has built up slowly, initially because I had no
clue how to go about it. I didn’t grow up around great houses
or trawling antiques stores—or even junk shops. This lack of
an aesthetic education was unfortunately paired with a love
for decoration and a strong sense of what I liked and thought
was good, and that left me in a sort of paralysis. Why choose
this over that?
Providence stepped in when I became the founding editor
of Domino magazine. I had worked in different media jobs—
photography editor, garden writer, etc. Somehow, in 2004,
I managed to persuade the powers at Condé Nast to let me
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PARTS OF THE DUTCH COLONIAL HOUSE DATE BACK TO THE LATE 1700s.
FARROW & BALL PAINTS COLOR THE FAÇADE AND FRONT DOOR.

create the magazine I felt I—and others who might also
have been the product of women’s-libbing mothers who didn’t
bother about the domestic arts, as well as younger women,
confident about fashion but lacking the tools to translate their
sensibility into a home—needed. My motivation in pitching a
practical magazine about the decoration of houses was in part
selfish—to gather people whose style I admired and learn
from them.
My boss at the time, James Truman, suggested I meet Rita
Konig, a brilliant young English style writer and decorator
who was moving to New York. Rita grew up at the side of her
mother, the English designer Nina Campbell, and early in
her career ran Nina’s shop. Her style and way of decorating,
however, is uniquely her own and so natural as to seem part
of her genetic code. She possesses a delightful sensitivity to
rooms and objects, along with a wildly pragmatic domestic
streak. (She would make a brilliant housekeeper.) Ever since
the evening many winters ago that she wafted into a hotel bar
in a delicate cloud of Sisley’s Eau du Soir and we began chatting, I was smitten. Rita has since become one of my closest
friends, and also one of the people who have most transformed
the quality of my life. That is what a great decorator can do.
There is what you can see in a house when you visit or look
at pictures—the furniture and fabric and wall coverings and
the like. But there are also decoration’s invisible powers—the
way a room works or makes you feel when you are inside it.
Rita is a master of both.

DEBORAH NEEDLEMAN IN THE GARDEN.

MARCIA HAFIF.

AN INDIAN PHULKARI COVERS THE
UPHOLSTERED COCKTAIL TABLE/OTTOMAN IN
THE WINTER SITTING ROOM. CUSHIONS OF
A LE MANACH FABRIC AND VINTAGE GHANAIAN
EWE KENTE CLOTH LINE THE GEORGE
SHERLOCK SOFA. ROBERT KIME WALLPAPER;
RUG BY TIM PAGE CARPETS.

“We have made changes bit by bit over the
years, when time and money would
allow, sometimes revisiting and upgrading
a room before even tackling another.”
—Deborah Needleman

LEFT NEEDLEMAN’S
WELL-STOCKED FLOWERARRANGING ROOM;
ANTIQUE SOAPSTONE
SINK. BELOW A TABLE
DRAPED WITH A 19THCENTURY COVERLET
AND SET WITH VINTAGE
IRONSTONE AND
CREAMWARE PLATES
AND HOTEL SILVER.
OPPOSITE VINTAGE
CHAISE LONGUES STAND
POOLSIDE.

In many ways, I am a far from ideal decorating client. I
don’t have a substantial budget; my husband, Jacob Weisberg,
and I each accumulate things that sometimes don’t go well
together; and I rearrange constantly, not always for the better.
Even looking at these pictures, I can hear Rita wishing I had
styled them differently, removed some (several) offending
objects. She is clear and direct about what she thinks, but also
open-minded and pleased that I bring my own interests—
flowers and gardens and craft—into the house. She has been
patient, and we have made changes bit by bit over the years,
when time and money would allow, sometimes revisiting
and upgrading a room before even tackling another. It’s now
been over 15 years of tweaking, and renovating, diving into
decorating and retreating from it.

MY HUSBAND AND I bought this modest 18th-century Dutch

Colonial house in the Hudson Valley in 1995, so that I could
make a garden. The house is a higgledy-piggledy one, having
begun its life in the late 1700s as a one-room inn on the old
Albany Post Road that ran from New York City to Albany. There
were rooms tacked on to it in the 1920s and some later ye olde
style modernizations in the 1950s and ’60s. The house had
been owned by Dallas Pratt, an heir to the Standard Oil fortune
and cofounder of the American Museum in Britain, a decorative arts collection, in Bath, England. It was by far the most
modest of his many houses, and perhaps his favorite, although
he visited most years only in October, when the weather
cooled and the leaves turned. By the time we arrived, the house
was an odd mix of some good Early American–period details

along with bathrooms outfitted with plastic shower stalls
atop shag carpet, sinks built into the bedrooms and enclosed
behind paneled doors that looked like a cross between a
confessional and a telephone booth, and an attached garage
that had been transformed into a dead ringer for the set
from The Brady Bunch.
Except for some restoration and a kitchen renovation
with the hugely talented architect Jim Joseph (AD, February
2014), who is an expert in old houses, we did very little for
nearly a decade other than get on with our lives and enjoy the
place and its quirks.
Finally, in 2005, we got around to trying to really sort
things out with Jim and our friend Dave Merandy, a local
carpenter-craftsman who eventually became mayor of the
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“It’s now been over 15 years of tweaking,
and renovating, diving into decorating
and retreating from it.”

IN THE PRIMARY BEDROOM,
A VINTAGE COVERLET FROM PAULA
RUBENSTEIN HANGS BEHIND THE
CHARLES H. BECKLEY HEADBOARD.
THE VINTAGE SOFA IS UPHOLSTERED
IN A NINA CAMPBELL FABRIC. THE
BED IS DRESSED IN D. PORTHAULT
LINENS AND A HAND-LOOMED
BLANKET BY A LITTLE WEATHER.

ABOVE A GRAPHIC
PAINTED FLOOR BY DAVE
MERANDY DEFINES THE
AIRY SCREENED-IN PORCH.
LEFT A VINTAGE SILK
SUZANI DRAPED OVER
THE LARGE CENTER
OTTOMAN/TABLE BRINGS
VIBRANT PATTERN TO THE
SUMMER SITTING ROOM.

ARC H DIGES T. COM
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LEFT A TWIGS WALLPAPER DRESSES
UP A BATH. WATERWORKS SINK AND
FITTINGS; VISUAL COMFORT SCONCES.
BELOW A VINTAGE MARBLE-TOPPED
TABLE STANDS ON THE KITCHEN
TERRACE. IN BACKGROUND, CUSHIONS
OF PETER DUNHAM TEXTILES FABRIC.

neighboring town while still being a dedicated, aesthetically
minded builder. Before Rita came on the scene, we had already
decided to move the kitchen into the Brady Bunch room, add
a large sitting room giving onto a screened-in porch, and a new
primary bedroom above it. Rita began by working through the
spaces architecturally with Jim. She finessed the plan to have
two guest bedrooms share an enlarged adjoining bathroom for
a sense of privacy for visitors, by maintaining a shared tiny
hallway and keeping the bath and toilet in separate rooms on
either side of it. In the sitting room we were building, she
found an old fireplace mantel compatible with the wall molding Jim designed, making the room feel as if it had been there
all along. The windows in that room had to be set back rather
deeply from the wall, and so she suggested old mirror paneling angled alongside them to throw the lost light back into the
room. And in an awkward leftover space between the kitchen
and sitting room, she devised a flower-arranging room for
me, reusing an old soapstone sink that Dave had found at an
antiques fair for the original kitchen remodel.
THE DOWNSIDE OF THIS WONDERFUL new renovation was that

the house’s original small sitting room was then rarely used.
It became a sort of a no-man’s-land, a barely furnished passthrough to the old bedrooms. Eventually, Rita had the idea to
make it a cozy winter sitting room, in contrast to the cheery,
bright new one that felt so summery. Rita covered the walls
in a warm, delicate-patterned wallpaper from Robert Kime
and the floor with a striped woven carpet from Tim Page, and
painted the trim in a slightly murky putty that drew them
peaceably together. Into this, she gathered some of our random
unused furniture, which many other decorators would have
simply packed off: a nice old George Sherlock sofa, a refugee
from our city apartment, that is really too large for the room;
a Biedermeier table we bought in Sweden that never fit into
our life; and a cheap ottoman left behind from some long-ago
photo shoot. She corralled my husband’s Hudson River School
paintings and some of our pottery. Adding to this motley mix,
she made a few judicious purchases of chairs, lamps, textiles,
and cushions, and did some reupholstering, transforming the
space into a now much-loved room for us and also a semiprivate sitting room for guests.
For Rita, the pleasure of rooms comes from their comfort,
from lighting that is soft but plentiful, from the fragrance of
fresh air, fires, flowers, and cooking, and from having everything you might want, like fire starters or drinks, on hand. For
Rita there is no armchair without a small table at the perfect
height for setting a drink down beside it, or without a light for
reading. Rita has made rooms that work, elevating the lives
inside them, whether one is working alone, having an intimate
chat, or throwing a sprawling party.
The making of the house has been a long conversation
between us, one that I hope will carry on into the future.

A GUEST ROOM IS SWATHED IN A PIERRE FREY TOILE. THE VINTAGE QUILT IS
FROM PAULA RUBENSTEIN, AND THE BLANKET IS FROM JOHN DERIAN.

design notes
THE FRONT-HALL TABLE
IS DRAPED IN A NICHOLAS
HERBERT FABRIC. THE RUG
IS BY ROBERT STEPHENSON.

THE DETAILS THAT MAKE THE LOOK

Rita has become one
of my closest friends,
and also one of the
people who have most
transformed the quality
of my life. That is what
a great decorator can do.”
—Deborah Needleman

GARDEN TEA BY
DEBORAH
NEEDLEMAN FOR
SAIPUA; $28.
SAIPUA.COM

AUTUMN FRUIT & FLOWERS WATERCOLOR
BY EMMA TENNANT; PRICE UPON REQUEST.
KATIEPERTWEE.COM

HANDWOVEN
ENGLISH RIVER RUSH
CACHEPOTS BY DEBORAH
NEEDLEMAN; $150 EACH.
REEDSMYTHE.COM

SPRING RESIN
LAMP BY MARIANNA
KENNEDY; $755.
PENTREATH-HALL.COM

BELLES RIVES BAR TABLE
BY RITA KONIG FOR THE
LACQUER COMPANY; $3,500.
THELACQUERCOMPANY.COM

SPHAERA VASE
BY MICHAEL RUH;
PRICE UPON
REQUEST. THENEW
CRAFTSMEN.COM
BUD VASE; $525.
FRANCESPALMER
POTTERY.COM

ITHICA FLATWEAVE
2 RUG; $8,415. ROBERT
STEPHENSON.CO.UK

ARCHIVIO LANTE
DECANTER AND
GLASSES BY
DOMITILLA HARDING;
FROM $365.
STUDIOLANTE.COM
MILLICENT CHAIR;
FABRIC IS C.O.M.;
$7,680. JAMB.CO.UK
PRO DUC ED BY M ADEL IN E O ’M ALL EY

NILOFAR LINEN;
TO THE TRADE.
NAMAYSAMAY.COM

ORANGE TOLEWARE
CANDLEHOLDER; $50.
HOSTHOME.CO.UK

BOSTON FUNCTIONAL
DOUBLE ARM LIBRARY
LIGHT BY CHAPMAN
& MYERS FOR VISUAL
COMFORT; $549.
CIRCALIGHTING.COM

BLUE-RIM PLATES BY
RORO POTTERY; FROM $45.
STELLAMADRID.COM
STONE STEPS LEAD
UP FROM THE POOL AREA.

INTERIORS: MIGUEL FLORES-VIANNA;
PRODUCTS: COURTESY OF THE COMPANIES

MORNING GLORY,
GRAPEVINE, AND
CATALPA LEAF
COLLAGE BY MARIAN
McEVOY; $1,550.
KRBNYC.COM

FRAMED AMERICAN CRIB
QUILT, CIRCA 1880; $1,305.
CUTTERBROOKS.COM

AN INVITING GUEST BATH.

SILK SARI LAMPSHADE;
$640. KRBNYC.COM

The pleasure of rooms comes
from their comfort, from lighting
that is soft but plentiful, from the
fragrance of fresh air, fires, flowers,
and cooking, and from having
everything you might want on hand.”
ARC H DIGES T. COM
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STRONG
CURRENTS
Seun Oduwole
Five years ago Oduwole, principal of
the local architecture firm SI.SA, found
himself wondering: “Why can’t we have a
museum space [in Lagos] that operates
at the same level as the Louvre or MoMA?”
Shortly thereafter, the John Randle Centre
for Yoruba Culture and History was born.
A celebration of the West African people,
the project began as a restoration of a
1920s public swimming pool, built for Black
Lagosians by Randle, a Nigerian business
leader and doctor. Oduwole’s design has
since grown into a 100,000-square-foot
exhibition space, community center, and
performance pavilion, scheduled to open
later this year on Lagos Island. (He is
photographed at the site.) Made of dyed
Tyrolean cement, the exterior evokes the
mudbrick of ancient Yoruba architecture,
while golden metal slats nod to traditional
weaving techniques. “I didn’t want a white
modernist box,” says Oduwole. “Yoruba
culture is very dynamic, and we’re very
expressive people. We don’t do
understated.” si.sa.com

In recent years, the Nigerian maritime city
of Lagos has become a global epicenter of
next-wave design. Meet seven talents channeling
the energy of this seaside metropolis into
buildings, interiors, and furnishings for a new era
TEXT BY

LOLA OGUNNAIKE

PHOTOGRAPHY BY

Moyo
Ogunseinde

This multihyphenate talent has built
her brand, Àga Culture, on five Yoruba
principles: ayo (joy), ife (love), inurere
(kindness), alaafia (peace), and okan bale
(calmness). “Our purpose is to celebrate
Africa—past, present, and future,” she
says. “You should feel these values in all
that we create.” Ogunseinde, who also
works as an architect and real estate
developer, launched Àga in 2017 as a
platform for design. Current highlights
include Oko seats, inspired by farming
hoes, and exuberant Mmanwu lounge
chairs, homages to Igbo masquerade
costumes made from handwoven asoke
cloth. The works, all produced by artisans
across Nigeria, fill Àga’s Victoria Island
boutique in the Radisson Blu Anchorage
Hotel. (She’s pictured with examples on
the hotel’s terrace.) Nigeria’s rich history
and this city’s frenetic dynamism continue
to inform all of her work. “There is a
cultural energy in Lagos that you can’t
find anywhere else.” agaculture.com

YAGAZIE EMEZI

PRODUCED BY

HANNAH MARTIN

Nifemi Marcus-Bello
“Lagos is what inspires me,” says Marcus-Bello, an industrial designer. “It sparks whatever I
create.” For example, his Selah lamps and LM stools (he appears with both, above, in his Lekki
studio) are made from the same sheet metal used to build casings for electrical generators,
a ubiquitous object in Nigeria due to regular power outages. “People are resourceful here.
They’ll create perfection within the constraints.” Marcus-Bello, who apprenticed at a welding
shop when he was 13, recalls that “the first thing I ever made was a floating bath for my mom.”
After studying product design at the University of Leeds, he returned to Lagos, eventually
launching his studio in 2018. These days he’s investigating vernacular designs for his research
project and student design competition, “Africa—A Designer’s Utopia,” while perfecting the
latest iteration of his Introvert’s chair. “I wanted to create a chair that spoke to my personality,”
he says of the raffia-and-steel piece, which he calls “a product that tells my story.” nmbello.com
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Caline
Chagoury
Moudaber

“I’ve been in love with this city my whole
life,” declares this Lebanese Nigerian arts
pioneer who cofounded the LagosPhoto
festival in 2010. Three years later, a dearth
of exhibition space led her to open the Art
Twenty One gallery on Victoria Island, where
she showcases the work of creatives from
across the continent. After the success of
an interdisciplinary 2019 show called “Floor
One 9,” Chagoury Moudaber is beefing up
her design program. (She is pictured, below,
at the gallery with functional works by
Grand-Bassam-based sculptor Jean Servais
Somian and British Nigerian artist-designer
Yinka Ilori.) Later this year, she’ll launch a
residency program aimed at cultivating the
next generation of African furniture makers.
“I’m surrounded by so much talent,” says
Chagoury Moudaber, who has already
exhibited works by Lani Adeoye and Tosin
Oshinowo (pages 118 and 119). “I’m very
hopeful for what’s to come.” arttwentyone.ng

Patrick Koshoni

When Koshoni converted his family’s Victoria Island
compound into the beloved members’ lounge Mìlíkì
(Yoruba slang for “milk”) in 2013, he didn’t expect
it to become the epicenter of the city’s creative
cognoscenti. “I just wanted to provide like-minded
individuals with a respite from the daily Lagos hustle,
an oasis where people could truly chill and catch
their mental breath,” says Koshoni (pictured above at
the vibrant hangout). He succeeded. Everything
at the lounge, from its vintage posters to its handcarved Malian doors, was commissioned, created, or
painstakingly handpicked by Koshoni, a self-taught
architect and interior designer who has consulted on
restaurants, fashion boutiques, and galleries. Before
opening Mìlíkì, he ran an African-arts-and-crafts shop
in London, followed by a contemporary-furniture store
in Lagos. It’s hard work, but easy roads are “seldom
worth it,” Koshoni states before quoting Nigerian
author Chinua Achebe: “Being a Nigerian is abysmally
frustrating and unbelievably exciting.” miliki.ng

ARC H DIGES T. COM
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Lani Adeoye
“There is this monolithic idea of what African design is,” says the designer. “But it doesn’t have one
visual language. It’s very multidimensional.” Inspired by West African talking drums, Adeoye’s
furniture and light fixtures—elegant, rattan-like metal sculptures that can take months to complete—
aim at challenging those Western preconceptions. Nine years ago, Adeoye experienced her own
mind shift, leaving a career in management consulting in Toronto to study at New York’s Parsons
School of Design. In 2017 she won WantedDesign’s Launch Pad competition, prompting her to
open her multidisciplinary practice, Studio-Lani, and move back to Lagos. She now works with local
artisans and an array of materials but consistently returns to metal. “It’s strong, but it’s also
malleable,” says the designer (shown here in her Lekki studio). The same two qualities are essential
to success in this sprawling metropolis. “If you’re willing to work hard and hit the pavement,
Lagos offers you a world of possibilities.” studio-lani.com

Tosin Oshinowo
This architect’s design aesthetic—she calls
it “Afro-minimalism”—has become a fast
favorite among the Lagos haut monde. “I
like everything clean,” says Oshinowo, who
has earned acclaim for her light-suffused
residences and hospitality projects, like the
Sencillo Lagos rental villa on Ilashe island.
(She is pictured at the house.) “We create
serenity.” After studying at the Architectural
Association School of Architecture in London,
and briefly working for OMA in Rotterdam,
she returned to Lagos in 2009, determined to
put her stamp on the local design scene. In
addition to founding her own architecture firm,
cmDesign Atelier, she launched the lifestyle
brand Ilé Ilà (“House of Lines” in Yoruba). “I
enjoy the freedom that this city gives you; you
have the flexibility to achieve so much,” says
Oshinowo, who has also collaborated with Lexus
on the conceptual headpieces launched during
Design Miami in 2020. Current projects include a
resettlement in Northern Nigeria for a village
displaced by terrorist group Boko Haram. “I grew
up in a Nigeria where everything from abroad
was better.” That attitude is shifting, she says
proudly. “We are here, present, and excited to
share our creative narratives with the global
community.” cmdesign-atelier.com

love

AD100 designer Charles de Lisle
goes full DIY to convert a crumbling
Sonoma County cabin into a humble
yet seductive country retreat
TEXT BY

MAYER RUS

PHOTOGRAPHY BY

ERIC PETSCHEK

STYLED BY

DUNG NGO

shack
SHEATHED IN A NEW
ENVELOPE OF PLYWOOD,
THE CABIN IS OUTFITTED WITH
A HANS WEGNER LOVE SEAT
IN MAHARAM WOOL, A BRUNO
MATHSSON CHAISE LONGUE,
A GAETANO PESCE CHAIR,
VINTAGE MOROCCAN RUGS,
CHARLOTTE PERRIAND–INSPIRED
DAYBEDS IN SCHUMACHER
FABRIC, A JØTUL STOVE, AND
A VINTAGE LUMINATOR FLOOR
LAMP BY ACHILLE AND PIER
GIACOMO CASTIGLIONI. FOR
DETAILS SEE RESOURCES.

who

says you can’t make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear?
AD100 designer Charles de Lisle has performed just
such a feat of alchemy, transforming a particularly
porcine sow’s ear—a bizarre, dilapidated shack set
in a garbage-strewn Sonoma County wilderness—
into a vision of unpretentious, idyllic country charm.
“It was like a satanist yoga den,” de Lisle says of the
cabin’s crumbling structure and lunatic decor, which
included black-painted walls, a giant red-and-black
yin-yang symbol emblazoned on the floor, strange
plastic Buddhas tucked in niches, and a janky DJ
booth. Dirty mattresses strewn about, a rusted
claw-foot tub, and old clothes stuffed into the walls
and ceiling as insulation added another layer
of Dickensian texture to the decrepit hippie hut.
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LEFT THE CABIN IS CRADLED IN A LANDSCAPE
OF CALIFORNIA OAKS AND NATIVE GRASSES.
PAINT BY BENJAMIN MOORE. ABOVE A BRUNO
MATHSSON CHAISE LONGUE AND BOB KINZIE
LAMP HIGHLIGHT THE DECOR.

“There were a bunch of dudes sleeping there and
growing marijuana. It was a total dump. We dubbed
it the ‘Bro-jo,’ ” the designer adds.
The adventure began when de Lisle acquired a
10-acre parcel of land as a weekend getaway for
himself and his partner, Ralph Dennis, design director
at the office of AD100 designer Steven Volpe. The
inauspicious property encompassed a two-bedroom
house, a redwood barn from the 1880s, a ramshackle chicken coop, and two sheds (the Bro-jo and
a separate outhouse). As part of an earlier, aborted
renovation of the primary residence, a previous
owner had set up an elaborate garden, with a koi pond
and waterfalls, planted with an array of decidedly
non-native species that had grown, unattended, to
elephantine scale in the obliging Northern California
climate. “It was a wild scene,” de Lisle recalls. “The
vegetation had gone haywire, and there was junk
everywhere. We had to haul off seven giant semitruck
dumpsters of trash.”

CHARLES DE LISLE IN THE
KITCHEN. VINTAGE JOSEF
HOFFMANN CHAIRS PULL UP
TO A TABLE FROM THE
DESIGNER’S CHILDHOOD
HOME. A CHARLES DE LISLE
LAMP FOR THE FUTURE
PERFECT RESTS ON THE SHELF.

LEFT WICKER CHAIRS
BOLSTER THE RUSTIC
VIBE. BELOW A BAS
VAN PELT CHAIR AND A
HANDMADE TABLE OF
GALVANIZED STEEL REST
ON A TURKISH KILIM
IN THE FREESTANDING
BATH PAVILION.

“This was really
a play space for
me, so there wasn’t
much planning.
I didn’t need to get
permission for
anything, which
was incredibly
liberating.”
—Charles de Lisle

ABOVE DE LISLE DESIGNED THE RUGGED POOL DECK AS A CONCRETE PLANE EMBEDDED WITH LOCAL ROCKS.

DE LISLE TACKLED THE REBUILDING of the Bro-jo and

the bath pavilion first to establish a hospitable place
to stay as he and an ad hoc group of builders, artists,
and friends cleared the land and laid the groundwork
for the future renovation of the main house. After
major structural reinforcement—the shed was sinking
into the ground—the metamorphosis of the Bro-jo
was accomplished with a few bold strokes of paint,
plywood, and redwood-framed windows salvaged
from a nearby Air Force base. “I like rolling fast,
down, and dirty. This was really a play space for me,
so there wasn’t much planning. I didn’t need to
get permission for anything, which was incredibly
liberating,” de Lisle explains.
The decor of the Bro-jo represents a merry
mélange of odds and ends, both pedigreed and
obscure, including chairs by Gaetano Pesce and Max
Lamb, a Hans Wegner love seat, Charlotte Perriand–
inspired daybeds, Moroccan rugs, and a 1960s table
from the designer’s childhood home. “There’s a
bunch of stuff I’ve had for years, things I just held

on to or couldn’t sell because they’re a little worn
or bent. Basically, it’s like a fancy yard sale,” de Lisle
says of his humble assemblage. The same freewheeling attitude animates the freestanding bath
pavilion, where an antique Japanese tansu, a graphic
Isamu Noguchi lamp, a vintage Bas van Pelt rope
chair, and a knotty-pine room divider repurposed
from the designer’s erstwhile office in Hayes Valley
all mingle amicably in polite conversation. As in the
Bro-jo, the quotidian plywood walls of the bathhouse recall the unpretentious beauty of early Frank
Gehry interiors.
Asked whether his partner—a high-powered
designer in his own right—had much input, de Lisle
demurs: “All Ralph and I do is talk about design,
so it was impossible for us not to discuss. But this is
obviously not the kind of thing Ralph does at Volpe.
He gets to enjoy cooking and gardening while I’m
working the backhoe and moving rocks around. This
nutty project is really my folly, and I can’t tell you
how much joy it brings me.”
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resources

FOR A DEEPER DIVE INTO THE SOURCES IN THIS ISSUE,
VISIT ARCHDIGEST.COM/ADPRO

PLAIN ENGLISH DELFT
EARTHENWARE TILE; PRICE
UPON REQUEST.
PLAINENGLISHDESIGN.CO.UK

LABOR OF LOVE

49
SEE THE SPRING 2022
GREAT DESIGN AWARDS
FOR THE BEST NEW
PRODUCTS FOR KITCHENS
AND BATHS
CHAIRISH X KASSATEX
NEW YORK SCALLOPED
BATH TOWELS; FROM $15.
KASSATEX.COM

All products have been identified by
the designer of each residence. Items
similar to vintage and antique pieces
shown are often available from the
dealers listed. Contact information
was up to date at time of publication.
CHARACTER STUDY
PAGES 72–81: Interior design
by Michael S. Smith Inc.;
michaelsmithinc.com.
PAGES 72–73: In dining room/library,
custom, hand-painted wallpaper;
designlab.sanpatrignano.org.
Chandelier by Patrice Dangel;
alexandrebiaggi.com. Jayne chairs
and ottoman; lizobrien.com. Antique
Khorasan run; minasian.com.
PAGE 74: Austin sofa by Jasper;
michaelsmithinc.com.
PAGE 75: Nantucket dining table;
keithfritz.com. Saddle chairs
with arms; mattaliano.com, in Bella
Pelle leather; jerrypairleather.com.
PAGES 76–77: In living room,
Abbotsford wallpaper; degournay.com.
Antique regence giltwood mirror;
stairgalleries.com. Custom Lido sofa
by Jasper; michaelsmithinc.com, in
Claremont in Off White; clarence
house.com. Sofa pillow fabrics, from
left: Granada by Fortuny; fortuny.com;

Coromandel; claremontfurnishing
.com; and Palm Tree of Life;
chelseatextiles.com. Antique Kerman
rug; mansour.com.
PAGE 78: Custom bed;
newelldesignstudio.com. Bedding;
matouk.com. Custom hanging light;
stephenantonson.com. Platinum
tea paper wallcovering; graciestudio
.com. Euphronia rug in Idylle;
manufacturecogolin.com.
PAGE 79: In entry hall, Jasper
glazed ceramic table lamp;
michaelsmithinc.com. Antique
Tabriz rug; galerieshabab.com.
LAY OF THE LAND
PAGES 82–91: Architecture by
DECA Architecture; deca.gr. Interior
design by Decada; decada.com.mx.
PAGE 85: Hans Wegner sofa and chair
and Ejvind A. Johansson cocktail
table; decada.com.mx. Painting by
Bosco Sodi; kasmingallery.com.
PAGE 90: Kai Kristiansen chair;
decada.com.mx.
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PERSONAL BEST
PAGES 92–99: Architectural renovation
and interior design by Massimiliano
Locatelli; locatellipartners.com.
PAGES 92–93: In living room, blue
sofa by Massimiliano Locatelli;
locatellipartners.com. Vintage Kill
International sofas, Paul McCobb
stools, and Toio floor lamp by Achille
and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni;
1stdibs.com.
PAGE 95: In TV room, sofa and
cast aluminum ML 1.2 chair by
Massimiliano Locatelli;
locatellipartners.com. LC9 stool by
Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret, and
Charlotte Perriand; cassina.com.
PAGES 96–97: In dining area, Nemo
AM42 hanging lamps by Franco
Albini and glass Cugino tables by
Enzo Mari; 1stdibs.com. Wood table
by Massimiliano Locatelli; locatelli
partners.com. At kitchen sink Naska
Loris lamps; fontanaarte.com.
On terrace; Up and Down table and
outdoor chairs by Massimiliano
Locatelli; locatellipartners.com.
Ashtray by Achille Castiglioni for
Alessi; alessi.com.
PAGE 98: Immeuble Molitor bed by
Le Corbusier and table by Osvaldo
Borsani; 1stdibs.com. Naska Loris
table lamp; fontanaarte.com.
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LOVE SHACK
PAGES 120–25: Renovation and

interior design by Charles de Lisle;
charlesdelisle.com.
PAGES 120–21: In living area, Hans
Wegner love seat; dwr.com, in wool
tweed; maharam.com. Bruno
Mathsson chaise longue and Gaetano
Pesce chair; 1stdibs.com. Custom
Charlotte Perriand inspired daybed,
upholstered in Camden Check cotton;
fschumacher.com. Vintage Luminator
floor lamp by Achille and Pier
Giacomo Castiglioni; 1stdibs.com.
PAGE 122: On façade, Windsor Green
paint, benjaminmoore.com. Vintage
lamp by Bob Kinzie; 1stdibs.com.
PAGE 123: In kitchen, vintage Josef
Hoffmann armchairs; 1stdibs.com.
Linden Candlestick lamp by Charles
de Lisle for The Future Perfect;
thefutureperfect.com.
PAGES 124–25: In bath, vintage
Bas van Pelt chair; 1stdibs.com. 1970s
Turkish carpet; kilim.com.
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BLANCO RIVANA
SEMI-PROFESSIONAL
FAUCET; $545.
BLANCO.COM

PAGES 100–113: Architectural
renovation by Jim Joseph of
Hottenroth + Joseph Architects;
hjnyc.com. Interior design by Rita
Konig; ritakonig.com. Virtual
interior design course by Konig;
createacademy.com.
PAGES 100–01: On kitchen walls,
Cobweb in Purple/Yellow;
marthearmitage.co.uk.
PAGE 102: On façade, Savage Ground
paint; on door, Picture Gallery Red
paint; farrow-ball.com.
PAGES 104–05: In Winter Sitting Room,
Vintage phulkari; bharanys.com.
Sofa; georgesherlock.com. Cushions
of Mortefontaine by Le Manach;
pierrefrey.com. Vintage Ghanaian Ewe
kente cloth cushions; nushka.co.uk.
Gaia wallpaper in Russet; robertkime
.com. Copse woven jute carpet;
timpagecarpets.com.
PAGE 108: Headboard; chbeckley.com.
On sofa, Pachinko fabric; shop
.ninacampbell.com. Dahlia bed linens;
dporthaultparis.com. Hand loomed
wool blanket by A Little Weather;
alittleweather.com.
PAGE 109: On porch, floor painted
by Dave Merandy; 845-265-3012.
PAGE 110: In bath, La Promenade
wallpaper; twigswallpaperandfabric
.com. Sink and fittings; waterworks
.com. Boston Functional Double
Arm Library Light; circalighting.com.
On kitchen terrace, cushions of
Fig Leaf; peterdunhamtextiles.com.
On guest room walls, toile wall
covering; pierrefrey.com. Vintage
quilt; paularubinstein.com. Marriage
blanket; johnderian.com.

From editor-in-chief Amy Astley and Architectural Digest, AD at 100
celebrates the most incredible homes of the past century, showcasing
the work of top designers and offering rare looks inside the private worlds
of artists, celebrities, and other fascinating personalities.
Marc Jacobs, Jennifer Aniston, Diana Vreeland, India Mahdavi, Peter Marino,
Kelly Wearstler, Oscar Niemeyer, Axel Vervoordt, Frank Lloyd Wright, Elsie de Wolfe,

abramsbooks.com/AD100

FROM LEFT: ANTHONY COTSIFAS; JASON SCHMIDT; OBERTO GILI
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one to watch
Wilkinson & Rivera
“It’s as if a chair were passing through
a filter or reflected in water,” says Teresa
Rivera, musing on the wiggly timber
seats she makes with Grant Wilkinson,
her partner in business and in life. Early
last year, the London-based couple
split from their day jobs—he was a woodworker at globe maker Bellerby & Co.,
she a junior designer at Fran Hickman—
to launch Wilkinson & Rivera. “We wanted
to present handmade wooden furniture
in a contemporary way, without losing
the traditional craftsmanship that makes
it so beautiful,” explains Rivera. Their
groovy take on a Windsor came first, followed by a squiggly Queen Anne with a
hand-caned seat. (The former went viral on
Twitter when users dubbed it the “nervous
chair.”) And at The Future Perfect’s Design
Miami booth, last December, they debuted
their rendition of a Welsh stick chair, featuring labor-intensive barley twists. All the
pieces are made in East London, where
the pair work out of a shipping container
on the grounds of a shared workshop. “It’s
a combination of hand tools and power
tools,” Wilkinson says of the spirals, which
are carved on a lathe. Versions of that
sinuous detail will adorn a series of stools
that are slated to debut at The Future
Perfect this spring. (Pictured are early
editions.) “Some designs are so old that
there’s no copyright,” Rivera notes of
the archetypal forms she and Wilkinson
have used as creative springboards.
“They belong to an entire population.”
wilkinson-rivera.com —HANNAH MARTIN
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We’ve
worked for
decades
to create
stunningly
designed
refrigerators
that work
for decades.
Experience quality that lasts
from the specialists in refrigeration.

Cooking. Refrigeration. Dishwashing.
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